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Welcome to our December newsletter
which comes WITH wishes FOR all TO HAVE a
safe and Merry Christmas AND A SAFE AND
HEALTHY 2022.
Let us hope we will be able to safely be
with family and friends over the Festive
Season.
FRIJSTAAT 2021
Congratulate to our members who received awards at Frijstaat 2021.
Literature, including Electronic Media - Pat Flanagan received a Large Golf for
Rhodesian Philately - The British South Africa Company Period and a Gold for
The Postal History of the Paris Mission Society in Barotseland

Traditional GB & Commonwealth - Howard Green received a Gold for South
West Africa Postage Due Stamps
Open Class - Gary Pienaar received a Large Vermeil for the 1938 Great Trek
Centennial Perspectives, Places and the Forging of Afrikaner Identity.

CAPE TOWN 2022 INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
The following email was recently received from Jannie Hofmeyr.
Just when we thought things might return to normal, we in South Africa, as in
other parts of the world, are facing another wave of the dreadful Covid-19
pandemic.
The PFSA urge members and readers to do their civil duty and be vaccinated.
Please encourage and motivate anyone you know who has not had the vaccine. In
the end, this is the only way we can beat the virus.
Planning for the Cape Town 2022 International Stamp Exhibition are on track,
and you will find everything that you need on the official website:
www.capetown2022.org
For your convenience the latest newsletter, which is also available on the website
under “EXHIBITION”, herewith.
Read all about the exhibition, the venue, accommodation, important dates to
diarize, South Africa’s most valuable stamps and tourism in the Western Cape.
The Organizing Committee invites you to consider exhibiting in this worldrenowned event!

OUR LAST MEETING
Our Zoom meeting on Wednesday 17th November was kindly opened by Andre
du Plessis. Load shedding prevented me and I guess a few others, linking in.
However, there were seventeen who joined the meeting online.
Before commencing his display Ian engaged the guests with a discussion on the
new experimental exhibiting class, Social Philately.

Dr Neil Cronje, the leader of Federation’s judging sub-committee, was invited to
join the discussion and presented some insights from his side. This new class
was included in the prospectus in Bloemfontein, but there were no entries,
despite it being described as one of the fastest growing sectors, along with Open
Class.
It emerged from the discussion that there were numerous aspects of the class
rules that were not clear and debate on the internet had not yet reached
conclusions.
•

•
•

•

The original Australian proposal included anything pertaining to
operations of the post office and could include Valentine Cards, postman’s
uniforms (if the host society could accommodate them), illustrated
envelopes, telegrams, heimat collections, and the like. It was considered a
subset of Postal History (class 2C), but was more focused on the impact on
society.
The class had to be differentiated from Open Class, but it appeared that
this was sometimes difficult.
There was no agreement on either the percentage of non-philatelic material
permitted, or even how such a percentage was calculated (area, no of
items, pages?).
Postal History traditionalists wanted to exclude most or all mint stamps
from the exhibit; others disagreed.

The following statement was made on a discussion website;
“As a general comment we would like to see a challenge issued to ALL qualified
postal history judges to prepare an exhibit under class 2C to both educate the
viewing public, other exhibitors and themselves about the possibilities of this
sub-class and develop understanding about where the SREV’s and Guidelines
have inadequacies.”
Exhibits
Ian’s exhibit for the evening was prepared with this statement in mind. The
exhibit was titled “SAPO Promotion of Saving in SA”. This was obviously a
topic which was having an impact on society. Many non-postal items were
included but all were handled or issued by the SA Post Office. Many mint
stamps were included. Food for thought indeed!
A number of different subjects were tackled.

Post Office Savings Bank (POSB):
Several bank books were featured, the earliest being an issue of 1911, just after
Union. One interesting book was issued as a part of the Demobilisation package
at the end of WW2.

Servicemen each received a bank account when they returned to civil
society. They were also issued with a new suit and a pair of shoes, known as the
Demob Suit. There were opportunists (referred to as “spivs”) who offered
typically £10 for the suits and shoes of those who needed the money. It was
interesting to note that a deposit of £10 had been made not long after the account
was opened. Special bank books were prepared to encourage junior savers and
examples were shown of these.
Stamp booklets occasionally featured advertisements for the POSB on the cover
or on interleaves. Ian showed each recorded example including the rare booklet
B2 with the ad on the back cover.

Booklet B10 featured advertisements in the margins of some of the booklet panes
in Afrikaans or English. The same sheets with the ads were used for the Jipex
mini-sheets, trimmed differently and with an additional inscription in the side
margin and overprint on the stamps. These were also featured.
In 1880 GB issued savings cards through the PO. Savers were encouraged to
affix twelve 1d stamps to the card as they saved, and then to deposit the one
shilling into their savings account. A card was shown along with an Austrian
card of ca. 1885, where the first stamp has been printed on the card. Only nine 5
Groschen stamps were needed to achieve a deposit of 50 Gr. It was not clear
whether the first printed stamp was free or had to be paid for. South Africa
issued cards similar to the GB card and 1d ship stamps were applied. Examples
were shown from the 1930s and 1940s, aimed primarily at junior savers.

A number of covers featured slogan cancellers promoting saving and the POSB
and were shown.

Union Loan Certificates (ULCs): The National Thrift Campaign was
inaugurated in 1919, just after WW1. ULCs were introduced in 1919 too. Ian
showed a range of covers bearing “BUY UNION LOAN CERTIFICATES”
slogan cancellers, the earliest being dated 1919. The slogans were in English
and Afrikaans or High Dutch. Afrikaans was only recognised as an official
language on 8 May 1925.

The bantam set (Small Wars) featured ULC advertisements in the margins and
Ian showed numerous examples of interesting varieties in the marginal printing.
ULCs were also promoted using Cinderella labels and a number were featured in
each language and in a range of colours. A 1920 cover bearing such a label was
featured.
The presentation also showed ULCs featuring different interest rates over the
years, and also booklets (similar to bank books) in which the ULCs were kept. In
1961 the ULCs were renamed National Savings Certificates.
An extensive range of savings cards were featured (q.v.), whereby the saver
exchanged the completed card for a ULC.
Savings Stamps: The first savings stamps were 9d stamps and were affixed to a
card to be exchanged for a ULC. An example was shown that had been
purchased from the War Train, which travelled around Southern Africa
promoting the war effort. The face value was reduced to 3d and a new design
introduced. The lifetime of this design was very short indeed as it was very
quickly replaced by a bantam savings stamp in a related design.
Ian showed a rare savings card with a number of these bantam stamps. After
WW2 the 9d stamps were re-introduced but with a 1/- surcharge. Rather

surprisingly the PO issued savings cards at the same time, but they were
inscribed 9d instead of 1/-. It was also surprising to see a new 3d stamp replace
the 1/- on 9d issue, but also printed in a bantam format in 1948. The design soon
changed to the owl design that was in use until the 1980s. 1961 presented
interesting options. Decimalisation on 14 February resulted in 21Ž2c Union
stamps replacing the 3d stamps, and new savings cards were printed inscribed
“21Ž2c”.
When the Union became a Republic on 31 May the Union stamps were replaced
by RSA stamps and the cards were modified to read “NS" (National Savings)
instead of “ULC” (Union Loan Certificate). It took the saver some time to
complete the savings card so Ian was able to show a few interesting
combinations over the period.

SOCIETY NEWS
On 16th November, while in Cape Town for his father’s 98th birthday, Keith
Klugman signed the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists SA. Once again,
congratulations Keith. A well-deserved honour.

On signing, Keith became the 8th of our 36 members to have signed the ROLL.

The lost has been found.
One morning last month I had a phone call from Ronnie Winchester in
Melbourne. What a surprise. After failing to contact him for months, we had
given up.
Someone told him we were trying to get in touch with him and he gave me a call.
I’m happy to report he is back on our membership list with his new contact
details.

The Japhet collection
So far two members have purchased items from the collection and two more are
interested some items. Members wanting to fill gaps in their collections should
not miss this opportunity to do just that at extremely reasonable prices, unlikely
to be found elsewhere.
Please let me know what you may be interested in. I’m happy to send a few
scans, or members can come around and have a look for themselves.
New exhibiting classes
I’m sorry load shedding made me miss our last Zoom meeting. The discussion
prompted by Ian on Social Philately must have been interesting. The moves into
new classes of exhibiting opens new opportunities.
In addition to the subject Social Philately there is Frugal Philately, which I read
about in the Australian Fed newsletter which Ian kindly forwarded to me. Then
there are Heimat collections which is certainly a new one to me.
Frugal Philately is to provide an opportunity for collectors to exhibit interesting
philatelic material of low value. The class is thus named because of the low
wholesale value limit of an exhibit. It is limited to a maximum of five frames
where the wholesale value of the exhibit is not to exceed AU$1,000.
I believe these ideas should inspire our members to use their imagination to put
together interesting exhibits. Traditionally our society had themes for each
meeting. These were born out of traditional philately. As are our traditional
trophies and awards.

OUR NEXT MEETING
To keep the momentum going we will break the tradition of not having society
meetings in December. Our next Zoom meeting will be at 19h00 on Wednesday
15th December.
All we need to keep the meeting as interesting as our Zoom meetings have been,
is some exhibits. With the emergence of new classes of exhibits, all you need is
a little imagination to come up with new exhibits that are not only entertaining,
but informative.
Another idea is to invite someone you know, living elsewhere, who has
something interest to show, to join out Zoom meeting.
Although we are a philatelic society there is nothing stopping us sharing
interesting non-philatelic material our holding discussions on subjects of general
interest.
Below is the link to join our next meeting at 19h00 on Wednesday 15th
December.

Andre Du Plessis is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85169177111?pwd=V25uVUo3SU8yaHZ5NjNKV3p0L1pWQT09

Meeting ID: 851 6917 7111
Passcode: 358918

BLAST FROM THE PAST
After seeing the old circuit books in our earlier newsletters, Colin Sperber, in
Israel, sent us these scans of an old circuit book he has.
From the days of the stamp shop. Are there any left?

Prepared by Clive Carr - carr.clive@gmail.com
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